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problems taken from Mr Ms. ses

Test preparahon tips

e Have a caicwator (not smartphone} that you are very familiar wth and use 1 all of the bme -

oy Complete these questions on separate paper Spread out your work, show steps/ormutas and

box your answer(s)

Check your answers against 3 solution key to be provided in the next few days.

6 Study with frends and review past problem sets, warm up homeworks.

6 Consult the extra onkne resources that your teacher has on the class

Basicmath The Nido assumption is. that by the end of 10th grade, you are to be comfortable with

scentfic between basic metric unsts, and understand that your answeranswer shoukd not be more

Precise than ary measurements used to get that answer in a calculation (signficant digits)

1 Convert the following numbers to S! fundamental units (s, m, kg)

a) 3231 2 ms b) c)7298g

32212 $ 279 m ‘72498 kq

2 Convert 34 kméday to m s-1 and then to cm hr-1

Show your work so that a) you cwcle the conversion factors that you use, and

b) you clearly show how the units cancel from the expression
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3 Convert the following to scientific notation a) 0 003257 b) 123,000,000 c) 300.1
z

3.201 «10

4 Convert the to standard notation a) 5 98 x 10* b) 3.95 x 10*

06034S

$. Identify the number of significant figures in each number

a) 0 0030400 b) 4000, 2000 a) $020),
SFL Ne

8. Pesfarm the following computations and round to the correct number of sig figs

a) 32+1232 33 22 b) 1000 2 ~ 1 56 = 087123

33 948.6 gee
13Vectors and Scatacs: — I$) gy

7 The velocbes v, and v, of two boats, X and Y, are shown A

arrow represants the direction of the vector v, = Na = RK

we x
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8. Which of the following is a scalar quantity?

A. Velocity B. Momentum Kinetic anergy D. Accateration

No direction

9. Which ts a vector quantsty?

A Pressure B. Electric Temperature (0) flkd

10. A velocity of 5 m can be resolved along perpendicular directions XY and XZ.

 
The component of the velocity in the direction XY is of nitude 4m the of the

component in the directon XZ? 474 = 5+ = 25-16 = 9

A4ms'* (B)ams” Cc 2ms*

Graphicalanalysis:

11 Calculate the average velocity for each increment of data shown below. Then makea plot of position v.

time and velocity v time for the entire duration Describe the motion as specifically as you can over the entire

10 seconds. Differentiate as needed throughout
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1 For each of the graphs shown below describe whether the motion is constant velocity, constant

acceleration or neither Aiso list what kinematic term the slope corresponds to, and what kinematic term the

area under the graph gives

Cont J C+ oF Way kot
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POPE EEN ETS RAO

t,
A Cyctest starts of rest at tee t, and undormnty accelerates at 6:2 misis for 30 seconds At that time the
cyclist coasts at a constant veloaty for 2 seconds. She then apples the brakes and shows dawn,

stopping in 3.0 meters. te

& Sketch the positon v time. velocity ¥ bme, and acceleraton v graphs for the mobon

b Whats the cycist’s velocity after the first 30

What es the cyciast's for the tme?
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19 A stands on the edge of a verbcal chil and throws a stone

 

 

upwards The stone eventually lands wn the sea below The stone leaves her Top

hand wath a speed cf 12m $-1 at a height of 30 0 m above the sea Ignonng aw a3

ressstance determine the folowing ee PE Mt

a the maxwnum heght, measured ‘from reached by the stone : ny ‘5

b the ame 4 takes the stoneto hit the sea after leaving the gaf's
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20 from rest, a ball rolis down a long inchne wah a constant accalerabon 3 seconds, « has
1800" Between 3 seconds and 4 seconds, how far will t travel?

a+ 2

4 3? a

AS! 32-18


